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OOBBJJEECCTTIIVVEESS

This white paper discusses and illustrates the uses and benefits of
caching technologies to enhance performance and cost metrics 
of Web-enabled applications.

The application architecture explored herein is the Java-based
implementation of the eBusiness Platform. This white paper 
discusses the roles of and approaches to caching within that 
platform and outlines the ways in which caching is potentially a tool
to extend and maximize the productivity of network resources. 

Caching has the potential to be more than a facilitating tactic in the
design of systems and applications. Appropriate use of caching can
be a highly cost-effective strategic factor in addressing the following
design objectives:

• Performance

• Data availability

• Scalability

• Session integrity

To further illustrate caching’s potential, this white paper examines
SpiritCache multilevel cache management software from SpiritSoft
and its use with ebusiness applications in a financial services 
environment.

CCAACCHHIINNGG OOVVEERRVVIIEEWW

Caching is nearly as old as computing, predating not only the Internet
but also many other networking standards. It originated to help 
companies avoid the need to repeatedly access slow data storage
technologies in standalone host computers. The speed of physical
data storage devices has improved exponentially since data caching
originated internally within host systems. Still, caching survives and
thrives in topologies updated to the concept of a multitier, Web-
connected architecture as a virtual system. The continued updating of
caching to current Web needs is driven not only by the speed 
of physical data storage access but also by other dimensions of 
performance and other related needs. 
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Performance Dimensions

Performance has been a longstanding primary concern associated
with multitier applications.

Any Web-based application is subject to such performance concerns
as processing time and response time, as well as additional 
concerns about availability and session integrity.

Traditional responses to the need for performance focus on the
characteristics of the following elements:

• Server hardware

• Network hardware and software

• Throughput capacity of major software components, especially
database management systems and application servers, in what
IDC calls the eBusiness Platform

One or more of those elements are frequently perceived as the key
factors governing performance. Performance issues are often
addressed with strategies that apply equipment or staff to those control
factors. Such strategies typically include parallel system design, multi-
threaded application design, or intensive system tuning. These strate-
gies may be combined, for example, when technologies are acquired
to monitor parallel resources and to make dynamic adjustments. 

The eBusiness Platform

Figure 1 illustrates the high-level functions of the eBusiness Platform.
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Key functions of the eBusiness Platform are as follows:

• Provides access to database and/or assets

• Incorporates the concept of application servers that enable it to
deliver more than just static views of information over the Web

• Leverages investment through integration among information
resources and applications

• Allows value-added services such as business process 
intelligence, security, accessibility, personalization, and other
qualities of a robust, enterprise system that takes advantage of
the power of the Web

• Provides support for a focused business process or diverse
enterprisewide application needs

The eBusiness Platform offers these functions in a component-based
environment.

Complementary Technologies

Figure 2 presents a more concrete view of the software technologies
and products used to deliver functionality.

Java offers the fullest, most robust implementation of eBusiness 
Platform technologies. In fact, Java provides the architecture for 
plural interoperable approaches to the eBusiness Platform. By 
complying with specifications of the Java Community Process (JCP),
even software vendors that provide many or, in some cases, nearly all
of the platform technologies can interoperate with third-party 
component technologies where compelling advantage exists to do so.
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The portfolio of software technologies in the eBusiness Platform oper-
ates in a distributed manner across multiple tiers from back-end enter-
prise data sources to edge servers providing services for content
presentation and user interaction. A case can be made that Java 
Messaging Service (JMS) is the glue that holds this distributed, 
component-based environment together. JMS solves the needs 
of asynchronous component coordination, especially where 
the components are physically remote. The very usefulness of 
JMS makes it a prime candidate for the application of Web caching
technologies.

Alternative Approaches

As noted above, there are many ways to design a Web-based 
system for performance. The discrete specifications that can be 
considered include the following:

1. Parallel storage hardware

2. Parallel processing hardware

3. Parallel database repositories

4. Additional network bandwidth

5. More efficient network delivery through compression or other
technologies

6. Caching to minimize the extent and frequency of use of system
resources to read data or content multiple times

Where more than one approach can yield effective results, a well-
designed system applies lower-cost factors first. For this reason, the
options that involve expensive parallel specification of hardware or
of foundational software (options 1, 2, and 3 above) are often not
optimal first considerations as performance control factors. The
expense of those options often extends beyond acquisition to
include fees and staff required for maintenance.

The extent to which performance can be achieved through enhanc-
ing network capacity and efficiency (options 4 and 5 above) can be
limited for two reasons:

• Transmission of network messages may not be on the 
critical path to improving the performance of a particular system,
especially if the server or client nodes have heavy processing
loads.

• Network capacity and efficiency characteristics are typically
planned and optimized as a matter of enterprise infrastructure
investment, so sponsorship of improvements may be off-limits or
prohibitively expensive for sponsors of an ebusiness project.

IDC believes that caching, which is sometimes introduced as a tacti-
cal workaround for a particular constrained resource in a networked
system, should be a primary consideration in strategic performance
planning for ebusiness systems.

JMS Cache Management for Web Performance: 
A Financial Services Perspective
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Tight Mapping Versus Loose Coupling

Caching can be used to enhance system performance in different
ways, depending on the nature and purposes of the business
processes and applications that are supported. 

Companies should consider the following criteria when evaluating
what approach is best for a given need:

• What are the metrics that matter with regard to performance? 

• What is the nature of the data and/or content that is transported
through the distributed eBusiness Platform in the course of use
of the system?

Figure 3 diagrams the appropriate application of caching and of 
parallel system designs to these criteria.

Where data is of a homogeneous nature, typically relating to uniform
transactional operations, tightly mapped caching is feasible. Such
caching can be particularly effective for systems in which raw trans-
actional throughput is the critical performance metric, since tight
mapping allows a cache to be preconfigured to handle just the
essential changeable data in a highly structured information environ-
ment. We note that even tightly mapped caching may solve only part
of the performance need if very high transaction throughput is the
primary criterion. After the benefits of such caching are achieved, a
system planner needs to look at successively more expensive 
control points, including parallel hardware and software, to boost 
performance. In that case, the appropriate approach is to use the
caching and parallel resources together, since caching is still likely to
reduce the degree to which more expensive resources are required.

Homogeneous Heterogeneous

Transaction
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Scale of
Users and
Sources

Nature of Applications and Data/Content

Critical
Performance
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Tightly
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Parallel Design:
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That said, the nature of much ebusiness operation is procedurally
diverse and involves a heterogeneous mix of structured data and
unstructured content. Loose coupling where there is not homogeneity
simply cannot offer the throughput advantages of tightly mapped
homogeneity. However, loosely coupled caching in a heterogeneous
environment can create significant opportunity for cost containment,
network productivity, and expanded automation capacity from existing
resources, as we discuss in the following sections.

For an even more broadly flexible advantage, a loosely coupled
caching technology could incorporate features that isolate only those
elements that change or anticipate probable caching needs to make
optimal use of nonpeak processing.

MMAAXXIIMMIIZZIINNGG NNEETTWWOORRKK RREESSOOUURRCCEESS

The advantages of loosely coupled caching can be derived not only
from the design of ebusiness systems but also from improvements in
cost-efficient operation of network infrastructure. The result can also
include more opportunity for productive automated activities.

Cost Reduction

Two areas are prime targets for cost reduction when caching is used
to relieve system loads. Back-end database management systems
may be able to run on smaller systems or with fewer multiple
processors. Also, reduced latency in most cases makes servers in
the middle tiers more productive, resulting in a reduced need for 
parallel equipment.

The savings includes acquisition costs if the caching architecture is
introduced before a planned service expansion. In any event, the
savings also includes staff time, maintenance contracts, and
renewals and support for software licenses. This savings is the most
tangible benefit against which one can justify costs of cache 
management software and staff time to implement it.

Network Productivity

Another benefit is network productivity, which assumes that a 
profitable return can be determined for certain activities that occur
on the network. If caching-driven performance efficiency removes a
constraint on the rate at which such activities occur, the profit 
attributable to activity beyond the former constraint contributes to the
benefit from caching.

In following this methodology, companies should refigure the 
overhead attributable to the activities if there is a cost reduction in
system operation as discussed above.

JMS Cache Management for Web Performance: 
A Financial Services Perspective
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Expanded Automation Frontier

In organizations with constrained ability to invest in expanded 
network infrastructure, ebusiness projects queue for consideration
when the infrastructure will support them. This process can seem 
glacial to managers whose otherwise approved projects (often for
their expected return on investment) queue in a backlog to await the
required network expansion. By applying caching to existing network
resources, an organization can realize a significant opportunity to
reap returns on new automation. Loose coupling is most likely to be
appropriate for this purpose for two reasons:

• The nature of the needs of various projects are likely to be 
heterogeneous.

• Network infrastructure planning tends to focus more on users
and servers than on transactional volume, except where a 
network is dedicated to transactional systems of high volume
and velocity.

This advantage does not apply to projects whose constraints involve
development skills or application administration and maintenance
capacity.

SSPPIIRRIITTCCAACCHHEE

SpiritSoft, based in Massachusetts with European headquarters in
London, offers the SpiritArchitecture suite of Java technologies. 
The suite comprises messaging-centric tools and technologies for
deploying Web applications. The most recent addition is SpiritCache,
a cache management software product that provides loosely coupled
caching capability to multitier architectures.

SpiritCache is positioned to support broad caching solution 
functionality, including:

• Page-level caching at the front end for Web services

• "Last image" caching of dynamic content, such as market data or
business traffic metrics, supplied to a network

• The ability to isolate, at the message level, information that has
changed

• Multitier caching services for mobile client devices

• Event notification, providing alerts to applications when underlying
data changes

SpiritCache is a pure Java product; therefore, it is independent of the
operating environment in which it runs. Also, SpiritCache was designed
for heterogeneous object management. Caching technologies
designed to support specific application products tend to be more 
tightly mapped. Support for XML, Java, relational, and other types of
cached objects supports application flexibility. The application 
programming interface (API), based on the JCP specification for
JCache, is conducive to skills sourcing and interoperability with 
J2EE and J2ME environments.
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The use of advanced hierarchical clustering, developed for the 
SpiritWave JMS-compliant messaging product, supports fault 
tolerance, recovery, and scalability. Therefore, SpiritCache can be
implemented tactically or in a broad, multilayer deployment for 
tunable, distributed caching. In larger architectures, highly skilled
thought and work go into such implementations; on the brighter side,
the tuning of such implementations is abstracted from the 
application, reducing the costs and risks of application maintenance.

Loose coupling, a standard Java API, and the ability to manage a
broad range of objects position SpiritCache well for a key role in
facilitating distribution of heterogeneous business content over the
network. Such content may be unstructured, or a mix of structured
and unstructured, and may be generated by more than one applica-
tion. SpiritCache does not integrate such multiple applications.
Rather, it supports enhanced performance, especially with regard to
the number of users and the response latency they experience. 
SpiritCache can also support higher-level technologies in integrating
multiple applications. To that end, the event notification feature is of
particular interest.

Deployment Case Study: E*TRADE Financial

A particularly strategic deployment of SpiritCache supports what
E*TRADE Financial calls its Application Storage Array Network
(ASAN).

Founded nearly 20 years ago as a provider of online investing 
services, E*TRADE Financial has evolved into a fully integrated
financial services provider that offers a diverse range of products
and services personalized to meet the multiple lifetime investment
needs of today's financial services consumer.

As E*TRADE Financial's offerings grew more comprehensive, 
systems grew correspondingly more complex. Decoupled, federated
applications needed to share data, increasing the demand for 
database management services on the network. Business require-
ments drove systems to become increasingly multi l ingual 
and graphical. The network grew larger, with more "moving parts."
The need for high availability spurred the acquisition of large
amounts of database transaction software, machine hardware, and
storage hardware. 

Josh Levine, E*TRADE Financial's chief technology officer, envi-
sioned the concept of a continuous data fabric to help E*TRADE
Financial respond to the challenge of brute-force scaling. Key to the
continuity of the fabric is distributed data that is consistent across
machine boundaries and application federations.

JMS Cache Management for Web Performance: 
A Financial Services Perspective
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Before the continuous data fabric was conceived, E*TRADE 
Financial's architecture was stateless at the front end (see Figure 4). 

In the words of Chris Berry, a senior principal engineer in 
E*TRADE Financial's Architecture, Consortium, and Exchange (ACE)
group, that fact was "critical to serving E*TRADE Financial's 
exponential growth" during the rapid adoption of online brokerage
services by consumers in the mid- to late 1990s; statelessness also
meant scalability.

The ACE group evaluated technologies to support the continuous
data fabric concept. It decided early on to look at JMS as the pillar of
the architecture. The relevant systems are still not completely written
in Java, but they are all Java on the front end and tend increasingly
toward Java throughout. Also, the team noted that messaging-
oriented middleware (MOM) vendors have widely embraced the 
JMS standard. JMS would help E*TRADE Financial avoid the need
to acquire specialized adapter tools to interoperate with different 
MOM implementers and, therefore, avoid exposure to vendor lock-in.

Application Server Machine

App. 
Server

App. 
Server

App. 
Server

Stateless Data Services

Database
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The ACE team evaluated some database-centric technologies 
but ruled them out as serving only specialized purposes, such as
requiring use of Entity Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs). The lingua
franca in the continuous data fabric is, in Berry's words, “pellets of
data” to be shaped and delivered through a service-oriented architec-
ture. Currently, the pellets are based on a proprietary marshalling 
language, but the architecture is moving toward marshalling XML,
eventually interpreted at the browser level by Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations (XSLT).

In addition to Web application servers, the company needed an
architecture that could interface with voice application servers and
smart mobile devices. Meeting this design requirement would allow
E*TRADE Financial to abstract form factors and to cache at different
tiers for mobile devices, depending on the status of connections and
synchronizations.

SpiritCache is the enabling technology used to fulfill E*TRADE
Financial's vision of a continuous data fabric. Figure 5 diagrams the
software's architecture.

JMS Cache Management for Web Performance: 
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The preliminary results of ASAN's distributed caching architecture
are promising.

Performance metrics from a pilot project at E*TRADE Financial are
shown in Figure 6. These metrics demonstrate a great improvement
in database load and, therefore, in leveraged database scalability.
Database access in ideal cases dropped by more than 95% in a test
involving 200 concurrent users per application server machine. The
anticipated benefits to E*TRADE Financial are reduced data services
and database infrastructure costs and improved response time.

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN

The E*TRADE Financial case study shows SpiritCache to be a 
promising supporting technology for Web applications. It can be used
not only as a flexible tactical tool for loosely coupled caching but also
as a central technology for an architecture that expands the frontier
of cost-effective Web application performance.
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